Abstract: Rhetoric emphasizing schools’ role in reducing racial and socioeconomic inequality is prevalent in districts as well as in state and federal policy. Much of this rhetoric assumes that teachers will conduct the work of reducing inequality, but the process by which teachers act to facilitate this is not well understood. To make progress in closing gaps, teachers likely need to believe that doing so is valuable, feel that they can make a difference, and be willing to make tradeoffs in pursuit of equity goals. Surprisingly, we know little about educators’ attitudes about achievement gaps. This talk provides a framework for considering multiple dimensions of educators’ beliefs about inequality—distinguishing a focus on individual differences between high and low achieving students from a focus on structural inequality patterned along socially important lines—and discusses novel measures we created for assessing these beliefs and attitudes. We contribute to a greater understanding of attitudes about inequality with a descriptive analysis of survey data we collected in a major urban school district. We find that teachers overwhelmingly view gaps as important, but they vary considerably in the types of gaps they prefer to address, in their beliefs that they can make a difference, and in their willingness to endorse strategies that would advance equity goals in practice. Analyses indicate that attitudes about inequality are multidimensional, and that beliefs that inequality is important do not necessarily translate into endorsing strategies or making choices that would reduce the structural inequality that is a rhetorical and sociological priority. The talk highlights the measures, their multidimensionality, and their significance for the broader landscape of educational inequality.
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